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The Girls' Fabulous Colouring Book
Hannah Davies (Illustrated By Hannah Davies)

Keynote
From fabulous feathers on a peacock's tail, and shimmering scales in a mermaid's
undersea kingdom, to luscious lace designs and spectacular stained glass windows -
there's something for everyone to colour in this book!

Description
From fabulous feathers on a peacock's tail, and shimmering scales in a
mermaid's undersea kingdom, to luscious lace designs and spectacular stained
glass windows - there's something for everyone to colour in this book! 

The perfect gift for girls who delight in detail. 

From the publishers of the bestselling The Girls' Glorious Colouring Book
(9781780552309).

Sales Points
Colouring just got complex! This gorgeous book from award-winning illustrator Hannah
Davies is full of fantastically intricate designs to colour and complete
From fabulous feathers on a peacock's tail and shimmering scales in a mermaid's
undersea kingdom, to luscious lace designs and spectacular stained glass windows -
there's something for everyone in this book
The perfect gift for girls who delight in detail
Part of Buster's bestselling colouring book range (over 200,000 sold to date)

Author Biography
Hannah Davies is an award-winning Welsh based freelance designer and illustrator. She is
a fine-detail Surface Pattern Design specialist who draws on her love of nature for
inspiration, producing intricate work rich in texture and colour. Combining illustrations and
pattern design, ‘I use my imaginative and detailed hand-drawing as a starting point. I
then develop this using my own vibrant watercolours and collage techniques creating
quirky stories and inspiring patterns’. 

Hannah has worked with many design companies from all ends of the spectrum
contributing in design, publishing and advertising.
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